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Key Points:


A mountaintop remote sensing spectrometer is used to derive the time series and
spatial pattern of methane emissions in LA basin.



The methane emissions in the LA basin are strongly correlated with the consumption
of natural gas by residential and commercial consumers.



About (1.4 ± 0.1)% of the residential and commercial natural gas consumption in LA
is released into the atmosphere.
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Abstract
Legislation in the State of California mandates reductions in emissions of short-lived climate
pollutants of 40% from 2013 levels by 2030 for CH4. Identification of the sector(s) responsible for
these emissions and their temporal and spatial variability is a key step in achieving these goals. Here,
we determine the emissions of CH4 in Los Angeles (LA) from 2011-2017 using a mountain-top
remote sensing mapping spectrometer. We show that the pattern of CH4 emissions contains both
seasonal and non-seasonal contributions. We find that the seasonal component peaks in the winter and
is correlated (R2=0.58) with utility natural gas consumption from the residential and commercial
sectors and not from the industrial and gas-fired power plant sectors. The non-seasonal component is
(22.9  1.4) Gg CH4/month. If the seasonal correlation is causal, about (1.4  0.1) % of the
commercial and residential natural gas consumption in LA is released into the atmosphere.

Plain Language Summary
CH4 is a desirable target for greenhouse gas emission reductions because emission controls will have
a rapid impact on radiative forcing. However, its emission budget is highly uncertain and poorly
quantified. This paper reports new results from a novel mountaintop remote sensing spectrometer
overlooking the LA basin. The study shows that the megacity’s methane emissions are strongly
correlated with the consumption of natural gas by residential and commercial consumers, with a
leakage rate of (1.4 ± 0.1) %, while the non-seasonal component is (22.9 ± 1.4) Gg CH4 /month. By
identifying a clear relationship between CH4 emissions and natural gas consumption, our results
provide strong constraints on the pathways for fugitive CH4 emissions from the natural gas
distribution system in Los Angeles.

1 Introduction
CH4 accounts for about 25% of the change in radiative forcing total from increases in the well-mixed
greenhouse gases since the pre-industrial era (Etminan et al., 2016). With an atmospheric lifetime of
only about 10 years, CH4 is a desirable target for greenhouse gas emission reductions because
emission controls will have a relatively rapid impact on radiative forcing. However, emissions
reduction strategies must be tailored to address specific sources which include landfills, livestock,
wastewater treatment and fugitive emissions from natural gas storage, distribution and end-use
equipment.
Legislation in the State of California mandates reductions in emissions of short-lived climate
pollutants of 40% from 2013 levels by 2030 for CH4 (California Legislature, 2006). In the Los
Angeles basin and other urban areas, previous studies focused on methane source attribution have
used a variety of methods including C2H6 as a tracer for fossil methane, and measurements of CH4
isotopologues to distinguish fossil and biogenic sources (Wennberg et al., 2012; Hopkins et al., 2016;
Wunch et al., 2016). These studies indicate that fugitive natural gas emissions account for 56-70% of
the difference between annual top-down and bottom-up (annual excess) CH4 emissions in Los
Angeles (Wennberg et al., 2012; Peischl et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2016).
Almost all previous studies were restricted in spatial and/or temporal coverage and none were able to
determine which segments and operations of the natural gas distribution system were responsible for
the leakage. Wennberg et al. (2012) proposed that many small leaks downstream of the gas meters
could be responsible rather than the transport, storage and distribution segments. Identifying and
quantifying the sources of these emissions is critical because methane budgets vary between urban
areas, so understanding the emission pathways is essential for mitigation (McKain et al., 2015; Lamb
et al., 2016; Jeong et al., 2017).
Recently, we demonstrated a novel remote sensing technique to measure daytime CH4 emissions in
Los Angeles from atop Mt Wilson, a mountaintop vantage point (~1700 m elevation) with nearly
unobstructed views of the South Coast Air Basin (SOCAB) (Wong et al., 2016). In this method, high
resolution near-infrared spectra are recorded as solar radiation passes through the atmosphere and
reflected by the land surface toward the observatory. The instrument points to a series of locations in
the SOCAB, providing maps every 90 minutes of trace gas slant column abundances with a spatial
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resolution of a few km. Using the tracer-tracer correlation method combined with a highly resolved
CO2 emissions inventory, Wong et al. (2016) showed that it was possible to identify seasonal peaks in
spatially-aggregated CH4 emissions in LA. CH4 emission peaks up to 37 Gg/month were consistently
observed in the winter seasons, with a low of 27 Gg/month in the summer. These levels were revised
upward in the present study as a result of changes to the underlying CO2 inventory. Overall, the
measured SOFCAB CH4 emissions were 2-31% higher than the scaled statewide bottom-up emissions
estimated by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) from 2011-2013 averaged over the three
years (CARB, 2011). This result is consistent with other studies that obtained larger emissions than
CARB estimates (Wunch et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2010; Wennberg et al., 2012; Peischl et al., 2013;
Wong et al., 2015; Conley et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2016; Wunch et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2017;
Hedelius et al., 2018; Yadav et al., 2019). No seasonal variability has been observed in other
intensively monitored cities including Indianapolis and Boston although these cities differ
significantly from Los Angeles in topography, meteorology, infrastructure and other factors that
influence methane emissions (McKain et al., 2015; Lamb et al., 2016).
In the present study, we resolve seasonal and spatial variability of CH4 emissions from 2011 to 2017
and regress it against consumption data as an important step towards reconciling California’s methane
budget. The goal of this paper is first to leverage our powerful 2011–2017 data record to quantify
seasonal to interannual variability in Los Angeles CH4 emissions. Secondly, we investigated whether
the seasonality of SOCAB CH4 emissions is related to natural gas consumption. Finally, we quantified
the relative contribution of each sector (including residential, commercial, industrial, vehicle, and
power plant) to the seasonality of SOCAB CH4 emissions.

2 Methodology and data
2.1 Methodology
2.1.1 Observations from CLARS
This study uses greenhouse gas (GHG) slant column abundance data acquired by a JPL-built Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (FTS) located at the California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing
(CLARS) on Mt. Wilson overlooking the Los Angeles basin at an altitude of 1673 m.a.s.l. The
instrument design, operating parameters, retrieval algorithms, and measurement approach and
performance are discussed in detail in Fu et al. (2014) and Wong et al. (2005, 2016). The daytime
measurements have been continuously acquired by CLARS since September, 2011. Briefly, CLARSFTS operates in two observation modes (see Supplementary Figure S1): Spectralon Viewing
Observations (SVO) and Los Angeles Basin Surveys (LABS). In SVO mode, the FTS points at a
Spectralon® plate immediately adjacent to CLARS-FTS. The spectrum is equivalent to a direct solar
occultation spectrum in the absence of high clouds. Since CLARS is above the planetary boundary
layer (PBL; Ware et al., 2016), the SVO spectra are unaffected by PBL pollution and therefore
provide an approximation to background trace gas column densities. In LABS mode, the FTS points
sequentially at the 33 surface target sites (see Supplementary Figure S2) which span most of the LA
Basin. In this mode the reflected radiance traces several kilometers in the PBL and is therefore very
sensitive to GHG emissions. There are five to eight standard measurement cycles per day. In each
standard measurement cycle, the FTS observes 33 surface targets and acquires four interspersed SVO
measurements, pointing at each target for about 3 minutes. The sampling time of CLARS depends on
the length of the daytime. During summer, CLARS performs eight measurement cycles from ~6am to
~8pm; while during winter, CLARS operates five measurement cycles from ~8am to ~5pm.
Slant column densities (SCDs), the total number of molecules per unit area along the path, of trace
gases CO2, CH4 and O2 are retrieved by fitting spectral lines at 1.60µm, 1.67µm and 1.27µm,
respectively (Fu et al., 2014). The slant column averaged dry air mixing ratios of CO2 (XCO2) and
CH4 (XCH4) are calculated as:
𝑋𝐶𝑂2 =

𝑆𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑂2
𝑆𝐶𝐷𝑂2

× 𝑋𝑂2

(1)
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𝑋𝐶𝐻4 =

𝑆𝐶𝐷𝐶𝐻4
𝑆𝐶𝐷𝑂2

× 𝑋𝑂2

(2)

where XO2 is the mixing ratio of oxygen in air (0.2095).

2.1.2 Monthly ratio of excess XCH4 to excess XCO2
Discussed by Wong et al. (2015), data filtering was applied to remove measurements with high
aerosol scattering impact, low signal-to-noise ratio, and high solar zenith angles. In addition,
measurements were removed when the spectra ﬁtting residuals exceed a predefined threshold (Wong
et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2014). Excess XCH4 (XCH4xs) and excess XCO2 (XCO2xs) are obtained by
subtracting the background XCH4 and XCO2 acquired using SVO mode from those acquired using
LABS mode, respectively (Wong et al., 2016):
𝑋𝐶𝑂2𝑥𝑠 = 𝑋𝐶𝑂2𝐿𝐴𝐵𝑆 − 𝑋𝐶𝑂2𝑆𝑉𝑂

(3)

𝑋𝐶𝐻4𝑥𝑠 = 𝑋𝐶𝐻4𝐿𝐴𝐵𝑆 − 𝑋𝐶𝐻4𝑆𝑉𝑂

(4)

Wong et al. (Wong et al., 2016) used orthogonal distance regression (ODR) analysis to quantify
monthly XCH4xs/XCO2xs correlation slopes for each surface target, and then use the weighted
average slope across targets to represent the monthly XCH4xs/XCO2xs over the LA Basin. In the
ODR analysis, we found the data anomalies may cause large bias to the estimated correlation slope
which is important for the determination of emission ratios.
In this work, we derived an unbiased background of XCH4 and XCO2 along the same path of CLARS
target mode using 𝑋𝐶𝑂2𝑆𝑉𝑂 and 𝑋𝐶𝐻4𝑆𝑉𝑂 combined with NOAA in situ measurement on Mt. Wilson
(see Supplementary S1). Also, we used a different approach to derive monthly XCH4xs/XCO2xs
which is found to better capture the mean pattern as well as the anomalies. To derive monthly
XCH4xs/XCO2xs, daily XCH4xs/XCO2xs over the LA Basin is first obtained by averaging individual
XCH4xs/XCO2xs measurement for each surface target. Measurements with XCO2xs less than 2 ppm
are removed to confine the analysis to emissions within the basin, as in Wunch et al. (2009). The time
series of XCH4xs to XCO2xs ratio including all measurements from CLARS-FTS over all surface
targets in the LA basin from 2011 to 2017 is shown in Supplementary Figure S3. Monthly
XCH4xs/XCO2xs can then be computed as the average of the daily ratios over a given month. The
corresponding standard error for each month is also calculated. Supplementary Figure S4 shows the
seasonal pattern of XCH4xs/XCO2xs ratios and the associated errors.

2.1.3 Deriving top-down monthly CH4 emissions
Following Wong et al. (2015, 2016), we used the tracer-tracer method (Wunch et al., 2009) to derive
the monthly CH4 emissions based on the estimated monthly XCH4xs/XCO2xs ratio in the LA basin:
𝑡𝑜𝑝−𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛

𝐸𝐶𝐻4 |𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 =

𝑋𝐶𝐻4𝑥𝑠 𝐶𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑆
|
𝑋𝐶𝑂2𝑥𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦

𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦

𝑀𝑊

× 𝐸𝐶𝑂2 |𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 × 𝑀𝑊𝐶𝐻4
𝐶𝑂2

(5)

𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦

where 𝐸𝐶𝑂2 |𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 is CO2 inventory emissions in the LA Basin. We used Hestia V2.5 dataset in
this paper, assuming 10% uncertainty in the inventory dataset (more details in Supplementary S2);
𝑀𝑊𝐶𝐻4
is the ratio of the molecular mass of CH4 and CO2. This tracer-tracer inversion method is built
𝑀𝑊
𝐶𝑂2

on the strong correlations between CH4 and CO2 measured in the PBL in source regions. The
XCH4xs/XCO2xs ratio have been identified with local emission ratios for the two gases (Wunch et al.,
2009; Wennberg et al., 2012). Moreover, the effects of aerosol scattering on the XCH4xs and XCO2xs
cancel out and the impact on their ratio is assumed to be negligible. This tracer-tracer method in
deriving CH4 emissions is based on a number of assumptions as discussed in detail by Wong et al.
(2016).
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2.2 Relative importance of different natural gas consumption sectors in CH4 emissions
To determine the relative importance of different natural gas consumption sectors to the monthly CH4
emissions, we applied a multiple linear regression model (Grömping, 2006) with the averaging over
orderings method proposed by Lindeman et al. (Lindeman et al., 1980). The relative importance is
obtained by decomposing the model-explained variance into a fixed number of components associated
with the contribution of each predictor. In practice, the R package of “relaimpo” (Grömping, 2006) is
used to quantify the relative importance of each predictor in the regression model. This method has
been widely used in environmental studies (Wu et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2014; Arrigo et al., 2015). In
our case, the predictors are the natural gas consumption from several individual sectors, including
residential, commercial, industrial, vehicle, and electric power. The dependent variable is the total
monthly CH4 emissions inferred from CLARS data.

2.3 Data
2.3.1 Monthly natural gas consumption dataset
Natural gas usage data are the sum of natural gas usage data from residential, commercial, industrial,
vehicle, and power plant sectors in the SOCAB. The residential, commercial and industrial data are
available publicly on Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas) database (SoCalGas, 2018).
Power plant data are provided by the California Energy Commission (CEC) online database (CEC,
2018). The time series of the natural gas consumption of individual sectors are shown in
Supplementary Figure S7.

2.3.2 Monthly average surface air temperature
The monthly average surface air temperature data in Los Angeles Downtown/USC, CA (171 meters
above sea level) are obtained from the stational data inventory in the NOAA/NWS Cooperative
Observer Network (https://wrcc.dri.edu/cgi-bin/cliMAIN.pl?ca5115). All months from Sept. 2011 to
Dec. 2016 are used. The surface air temperature in this study is the temperature of the free air
conditions surrounding the station at a height between 1 and 2 meters above ground level. The air
should be freely exposed to sunlight and wind. It is not close to or shielded by trees, buildings, or
other obstructions. The temperature data from the observatory are averaged for every 15 seconds, and
then averaged to the daily and monthly data.

3 Results
Figure 1 shows the monthly CH4 emissions in the LA basin from Sept. 2011-Dec. 2017 along with
the monthly average for the observing period overlaid year-by-year. Los Angeles CH4 emissions
exhibit a consistent seasonal pattern, ranging from a minimum of ~27 Gg/month in June-July to a
maximum of ~45 Gg/month in December-January. We define the observed difference between
measured winter and summer CH4 emissions as the “seasonal excess” to distinguish it from the annual
excess emissions defined above. A spike in emissions in November, 2015 coincides with the period of
maximum emissions from a very large natural gas storage well blowout at Aliso Canyon that
impacted the entire LA basin (Conley et al., 2016). Figure 2 shows the data from Figure 1
represented as a continuous time series, illustrating the prominent winter emissions maxima.
As discussed above, multiple previous studies have identified fugitive emissions from natural gas
infrastructure as a likely contributor to the observed SOCAB annual excess CH4 emissions. Figure 2
compares our CH4 emissions data and monthly natural gas consumption in the SOCAB from the
residential, commercial and industrial sectors as provided by the utility company (see Data). The
natural gas consumption data are based on metered customer usage. While the usage data do not
© 2019 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.

include contributions from transmission line leaks, compressor stations, blowdowns, flaring events
and other sources upstream of customer meters, these sources may correlate with metered usage.
Figure 2 shows that the observed Dec-Jan peaks in monthly CH4 emissions closely track natural gas
consumption.

Figure 3 shows the weighted linear least squares fit between derived monthly CH4 emissions and
utility natural gas consumption in the SOCAB. The black line is the linear regression weighted by the
uncertainties in the derived CH4 emissions and uncertainties in the consumption data are assumed to
be  10%. The regression slope is 0.0140  0.0014 and the y-intercept is 22.9  1.1 Gg/month with R2
= 0.58. We interpret the slope as the fraction of the post-meter natural gas consumption emitted into
the atmosphere while the y-intercept gives the CH4 emissions extrapolated to zero metered
consumption, i.e. associated with non-metered emissions. The latter would include emissions from
landfills, wastewater treatment, local geological sources, natural gas transmission lines and mains, etc.
These sources may have their own seasonality that this simple 2-parameter model cannot capture. The
fraction of emissions to consumption derived here, (1.4  0.14)% is somewhat smaller than the range
2.5-6% estimated previously (Wennberg et al., 2012).
The correlation between utility natural gas consumption and CH4 emissions may be due to increased
wintertime demand by appliances for space heating, water heating, cooking, and other purposes that
involve heat generation. To gain further insight into the source sectors responsible for this correlation,
we use data on natural gas consumption classified by end use in California from the local utility,
SoCalGas, and the California Energy Commission. Monthly data are available for five sectors:
residential, commercial, industrial, vehicle fuel and electric power (see Data and Supplementary
Figure S7). Residential and commercial consumption both peak in the winter months, industrial
consumption shows small peaks in the summer while electric power consumption peaks strongly in
the late summer (August-September). Consumption by the transportation sector is only a few percent
of the total and is not considered. Peaks in industrial consumption are less pronounced and out of
phase with residential/commercial usage. A multivariate correlation analysis shows that U.S. Energy
Information Administration data for natural gas consumption from the sum of the residential and
commercial sectors correlates well (correlation coefficient, R2 = 0.89) while the correlations between
industrial consumption and residential/commercial consumption are less evident (R2 = 0.23 and 0.29,
respectively).
To quantify the sectoral contributions, the regression equation is given by,

ECH 4

top  down
monthly



 a0  a1 NG

residential
monthly

 NG

commercial
monthly

  a  NG
2

industrial
monthly

(6)

where:
ECH4 = total monthly excess CH4 emissions inferred from CLARS data (Gg)
NGi = reported monthly sectoral natural gas consumption (Gg)
ai = regression coefficients
The best-fit regression coefficients are 27.37, 0.0156 and 0.0094 for a0, a1 and a2, respectively. 40.4%
of the variance between the model and observations is explained by the sum of residential and
commercial consumption, and 9.1% is explained by industrial consumption. The results from the
regression modeling indicate that there is a strong connection between CH4 emissions into the
atmosphere and residential/commercial natural gas consumption based on time series analysis of both
data sets. Taking a0 as the background excess methane emission in the LA basin, we see that the
seasonal component results in a doubling of the total emissions relative to the background. Note that
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the pattern of emissions must have a seasonal component in order to explain the observations.
Quiescent emissions (persistent leaks) from equipment and plumbing cannot explain the strong
seasonal signal.

There have been few long-term studies in the SOCAB of CH4 emissions from the most important
sources (natural gas infrastructure, post-meter equipment, landfills, and wastewater treatment plants),
providing weak evidence for seasonal variability from these sources (Wong et al., 2016). Only postmeter consumption mimics the observed CH4 emissions pattern (Wong et al., 2016). Figure 4 shows
clear correlations between the inverse of the ambient temperature measured near downtown Los
Angeles and both natural gas consumption and CH4 emission rates. Reduced surface air temperatures
drive air and water heating demands, resulting in the expected increase in observed CH4 emissions
with decreasing surface temperature (see Data). These observations reinforce the connections
between ambient temperature, heating demand and fugitive natural gas emissions. Figure 4 also
provides some insight for considering the temperature as an important variable linking natural gas
consumptions and CH4 emissions.

4 Discussions
Since there are no national air quality standards for methane, very little work has been done to
characterize the methane emission factors from natural gas-fired appliances such as furnaces, water
heaters, stoves, ovens, swimming pool and spa heaters and similar equipment. Currently, the only
available emission factor for CH4 from natural gas-fired furnaces is 5 g/GJ for both commercial and
residential furnaces (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2018). From Figure 2, SOCAB winter
natural gas consumption surpasses 1000 Gg/month. Using the EPA emission factor, this would result
in about 0.29 Gg/month seasonal excess methane emissions, which is far less than the observed value
of ~20 Gg/month.
There are a number of factors that may close the gap between top-down and bottom-up estimates of
seasonal excess methane emissions. Far more research needs to be conducted on emission factors
from gas-fired appliances and industrial combustors under different operating conditions (start-up,
operation, shut-down). While increased demand for space heating is clearly associated with lower
ambient temperatures in the winter, water heating demand also increases because of decreases in
supply water temperature. For example, in the mild, Mediterranean climate of Pasadena, California,
measurements from 2001-2016 at six locations showed an average difference of 12 C in supply water
temperature from winter to summer (Kimbrough, 2017). Significantly larger seasonal temperature
variability would be expected in colder climates. There is increasing evidence that the probability
density functions for CH4 emissions have a long tail, characterized by a small number of emitters with
very large emissions, perhaps due to malfunctioning equipment or improper operating conditions
(Zavala-Araiza et al., 2015). This will require a concerted measurement campaign examining large
numbers of emitters (thousands) under actual operating conditions targeting residential, commercial
and industrial sectors (Fischer et al., 2018).

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, using mountaintop remote sensing with coverage over the greater Los Angeles basin,
we observe seasonal excess methane emissions that correlate very well (R2=0.58) with combined
commercial and residential natural gas consumption. From the covariance we observe that the
emissions arise from two terms: one that is seasonally invariant (22.9  1.1 Gg/month) and another
that peaks in the colder months of the year corresponding to (1.4  0.14) % of residential plus
commercial natural gas consumption. Other natural gas consumption sectors (industrial, power plant
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and transportation) either have no clear seasonal relationship that matches the observed emissions or
are too small. The available emission factor data for residential and commercial natural gas-fired
combustion sources fail to explain the observed emissions. Indeed, far more work needs to be done to
measure the seasonally varying probability distribution functions of emitters under actual operating
conditions.
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Figure 1. Monthly CH4 emissions in the LA basin from Sept. 2011-Dec. 2017. The monthly average over the measurement
period is shown in black. Uncertainties are estimated by error propagation using the uncertainties of monthly patterns of
XCH4xs—XCO2xs (Supplementary Figure S4) and the assumption of 10% uncertainties in Hestia CO2 inventory data
(Supplementary Figure S9).
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Figure 2. SOCAB CH4 emissions expressed as a continuous time series (black line. left axis). Monthly natural gas consumption
data in the LA basin from the residential, commercial and industrial sectors (red dashed line, right axis). The natural gas
consumption from the power plant sector does not show significant seasonal variability (Supplementary Figure S7).
Emissions data from Nov-Dec, 2015 are impacted by the Aliso Canyon natural gas storage well blowout.
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Figure 3. Correlation between derived monthly CLARS methane emissions and monthly total natural gas distribution to
consumers in SOCAB from September 2011 to August 2017. Points are color-coded by season illustrating the progressive
increase in emissions from summer (red) to winter (blue). The correlation which includes power plant consumption is
shown in Supplementary Figure S12.
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Figure 4. Upper panel: The correlation between monthly natural gas consumption and inverse monthly mean temperature at
USC/LA Downtown. Lower panel: The correlation between CLARS inferred monthly CH 4 emissions and inverse monthly mean
temperature at USC/LA Downtown. Increased natural gas consumption for space and water heating at lower ambient
temperatures may provide the link to higher observed CH4 emissions.
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